
Brushes for Medical Applications 



Our design and 
manufacturing experience 
makes us the ideal 
partner for solving medical 
brush requirements for 
OEM manufacturers 
and suppliers. Don’t 
hesitate to ask for special 
diameters, or special 
shapes and lengths.

Mill-Rose corporate headquarters and 
manufacturing facility in Mentor, Ohio

Mill-Rose Laboratories’ manufacturing 
and  distribution facility in Mentor, Ohio

The Mill-Rose Company is the largest U.S. manufacturer of 
twisted-in-wire brushes used in virtually every type of industry 
throughout the world.  Mill-Rose is a multi-division, family-owned 
organization now in its fourth generation that takes pride in its 

philosophy has always been “The customer is king” and we 
believe knowledge, integrity and trust are the cornerstone on 
which solid relationships are built.

Mill-Rose Laboratories
Medical Brushes 
Mill-Rose Laboratories was founded in 1977 to serve pulmonary 
and gastrointestinal medical professionals with cytology 
sampling brushes. Today, Mill-Rose Laboratories manufactures 
a complete line of medical brushes, including disposable and 
reusable cytology brushes; stainless steel wire forms used in 
snares, forceps and baskets; and instrument cleaning brushes.

On any given day, Mill-Rose engineers are working with medical 
personnel from around the world developing new proprietary items 
that help properly diagnose and lead to life-saving treatments.  

The Mill-Rose Company



pipette, vials, carboys, and bottles. Our design and manufacturing experience makes us the ideal partner for 

shapes and lengths.

Test Tube Brushes
Mill-Rose test tube brushes feature white bristles with a radial 
tip or tied, nylon tufted end securely fastened in galvanized wire. 
These brushes are available in diameters from .5" to 1.375" and 
lengths from 8" to 11".

Cylinder & Bottle Brushes
Mill-Rose cylinder and bottle brushes are ideal for cleaning 
bottles, cylinders and large test tubes.  These bottle brushes 

reduces scratching of glass and plasticware.  Nylon or black 
bristles are securely fastened in twisted, galvanized wire with an 
end loop. Choose from 2" and 2.375" diameters and 13", 16" 
and 20" lengths.

Centrifuge Brushes
These centrifuge brushes feature a black nylon tuft and are 
available in a range of diameters from 1"-1.75", .5"-.8125" and 
.75"-1.5". The centrifuge brush design is ideal for cleaning 
centrifuge tubes, micro tubes, and a variety of other containers. 
The overall length is 9" or 12".

Babcock Milk Test Bottle Brush
Mill-Rose Babcock milk test bottle brushes feature long bristles 

expand for washing the bottle body. Short dense bristles along 
the stem provide close scrubbing to help remove stubborn 
residue. These Babcock milk test bottle brushes have a fan tip, 9" 
overall length with 3.25" brush part and 1.5" large brush diameter 
and .25" small brush diameter.



1.800.321.3533 
ph 440.255.9171 
fax 440.255.5039
info@millrose.com 
www.millrose.com 

7995 Tyler Boulevard, Mentor Ohio 44060

Beaker, Jar & Cylinder Brushes
Mill-Rose beaker, jar and cylinder brushes are ideal for 
cleaning beakers, jars, and large graduated cylinders. This 
extra-large beaker brush has a wood handle with tufted end 
and black bristles. It comes in 13" and 16" lengths and brush 
diameters from 2.375" to 3.25".

Volumetric Flask Brush
in galvanized wire with a plastic handle. The curved portion of 

17" lengths. Includes diameters of 1.375", 1.5” and 1.75".

Pipette Brush
Mill-Rose pipette brushes have a twisted galvanized wire 
with an end loop . This soft white nylon brush is designed 

are tapered to provide maximum cleaning. The brush is 17" 
in overall length with a 7.5" bristle section. The diameter is 
graduated from .25" to .75".

Flask or Nurse Bottle Brush
tufted end. Brush length 4.5", diameter is 1.5", and the 
overall length 12".

Beaker Brushes 
These Beaker brushes feature an extra-large brush ideal for 
cleaning beakers. These beaker brushes are spiral wound on 

end cleans residue from the bottom of beakers. Available in 
12" and 16" lengths with brush diameters including 2.5"  
and 2.875".


